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This paper evaluates historical and linguistic evidence bearing on the attributes and development of Chinuk Wawa (or Chinook Jargon), with special attention to the earliest period of interethnic contact on the Lower Columbia. There has recently been new discussion of the old idea that Chinuk Wawa originated during the late-eighteenth century, when mainly English-speaking seafarers already partially familiar with Nootkan first visited the Lower Columbia and began attempting to acquire Chinookan. However, while an English-speakers' role in transmitting Nootkan-influenced lexemes into Chinuk Wawa may be considered well established, the large Chinookan contribution to Chinuk Wawa reveals no clear evidence of ever having been significantly filtered through English. Rather, this component of Chinuk Wawa appears to have originated with grammatical simplifications of Chinookan that only Chinookan speakers could have made. To that extent, Chinuk Wawa is clearly an indigenous linguistic variety, although the question of its pre-contact autonomy from Chinookan itself is more problematic.

The first extensive records of Chinuk Wawa (CW) were made on the Lower Columbia during the mid-nineteenth century, the two most comprehensive original sources being Gibbs (1863), cited here as CW_{GIBBS}, and Demers, Blanchet, St. Onge (1871), cited here as CW_{DEMERS}. These document a hybrid lexicon with the largest contribution from Chinookan, but with important contributions also from Nootkan, English, and French, and a remainder from a half dozen or so other languages or lacking known etymologies. A tabulation by Grant (1996:1192-1193) shows Gibbs's lexicon with 41% Chinookan, 5% Nootkan, 14% English, and 19% French contributions. Citing later compilations by Eells (for the Puget Sound region) and LeJeune (for British Columbia), Grant points out that these percentages shifted markedly in favor of English as CW spread north during the later nineteenth century: yielding figures of 15% Chinookan and 41% English in Eells, 31% Chinookan and 46% English in LeJeune. Relexification towards
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English was not the rule everywhere, however. Two Lower Columbia Indian CW varieties known primarily from records made between 1929 and the recent past, cited here as CW_{BAY} (for the CW of Willapa Bay, recorded mostly from Indians of Bay Center, Washington) and CW_{GRONDE} (for the CW of the Grand Ronde community, Oregon), exhibit an etymological breakdown much closer to that of Gibbs's compilation.

CW_{GIBBS}, CW_{DEMERS}, CW_{BAY}, and CW_{GRONDE} are the most comprehensive sources documenting CW on the Lower Columbia.\(^2\) The four varieties represented share the same basic CW lexicon. While CW_{GRONDE} is known for some grammatical innovations that other CW varieties either lack entirely, or attest in much attenuated form, these consist primarily of grammaticalizations, morphemic reductions, and cliticizations of forms that other varieties attest as free forms and unbound morphemes (Grant 1996a:231). The bulk of CW function words (pronouns, adverbs, particles, auxiliaries, numerals) are from Chinookan and Nootkan. There is however an important discontinuity contrasting the Chinookan and Nootkan contributions to CW. Chinookan-contributed CW items retain many features suggesting that the people who introduced them must have controlled

\(^2\)CW_{GRONDE} forms are from our own compilation and analysis (Zenk and Johnson 2003), which incorporates CW data from earlier sources (especially Jacobs 1928-36) with more recent field recordings by Hajda (1977-80), Zenk (1980-83), and Johnson (1998-2000). Harrington’s (1942) phonetic transcriptions are the main source of CW_{BAY} forms; some alternate forms from Willapa Bay elders have been supplied by Johnson. The phonemic orthography used for CW_{GRONDE} is that of the Handbook of North American Indians. Harrington's original phonetic spellings are preserved for CW_{BAY}, except that we have taken the liberty of transliterating his older IPA orthography to bring it more into line with HNAI usage: thus, Harrington's [ex] appears here as [A], his [k] as [q], his ['] as [7], his [j] as [8], his [o] as [o] (we retain his [u] for the high back rounded lax vowel). We have had to omit some of Harrington’s diacritics, missing from our available character sets.

CW_{GIBBS} (Gibbs 1863), the "Ur" English-orthography CW dictionary (subsequently widely copied and pirated, as detailed in S. Johnson 1978:96-121), incorporates various earlier sources (especially Hale 1846:635-650) with Gibbs’s own extensive mid-nineteenth century experience of CW in western Washington and northwestern Oregon (not just in Puget Sound, contrary to Grant’s 1996:1190 impression). The question of whether the English-influenced pronunciations indicated by Hale and Gibbs constitute evidence of CW’s ultimate origin as an English-speakers’ variety will be addressed in section 1 (Chinookan versus Chinuk Wawa).

CW_{DEMERS} (Demers, Blanchet, St. Onge 1871) includes a CW dictionary and Roman Catholic catechism, both supposed to have been composed by Demers in 1838 and 1839, plus CW Christian Prayers identical to Blanchet (1862) and some hymns of uncertain authorship. The final editor, St. Onge, was evidently responsible for systematizing this source’s unique orthography, one of the earliest attempts to accurately represent the sounds of any Northwest indigenous language. We follow Blanchet (1862) in using the symbol h in place of St. Onge’s “h” with its right leg missing, explained as "guttural, and similar to the German ch in machen." Our k stands for St. Onge’s k (capitalized as “K” with the left upper point missing), "a guttural-explosive sound which practice alone can teach" (Demers, Blanchet, St. Onge 1871:10; see comparisons with modern recordings in Tables 1-3, also Thomason 1983:828-829).
Chinookan phonology and morphology. Such features, which as we take pains to establish in section 1 (*Chinookan versus Chinuk Wawa*) are not restricted to Indian CW varieties, are difficult to square with the notion that CW originated with imperfect foreigner approximations such as Trudgill (1996) observes usually give rise to pidginized varieties of lexifier languages. While Nootkan-contributed CW lexemes clearly were introduced by persons who did not control Nootkan phonology and morphology, even this portion of the CW lexicon reveals indications of Chinookan influence, as we will point out in section 2 (*Linguistic Evidence from Earliest Contact on the Lower Columbia*). Finally, we will conclude with an assessment of our findings in the light of previous contributions to the much-vexed question of CW's ultimate origin, whether before or after contact with the first visiting White traders (section 3, *Conclusion: Chinuk Wawa as a Chinookan Creation*).

1 Chinookan versus Chinuk Wawa

A Chinookan sentence consists normally of an inflected verb or noun. Nouns take prefixes indicating their number and gender. A noun so marked can also stand alone as a nominal sentences:

(1) a. UC *i-lāitix*
   he--slave
   'He is a slave.'

(2) b. UC *a-lāitix*
   she--slave
   'She is a slave.'

The core of a Chinookan verbal sentence consists of an inflected verb. Often, this provides a remarkably compact representation of the sentence's grammatical relations. The constituent grammatical and lexical elements of Chinookan verbs typically consist of 1-3 phonemes, helping give rise to the
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3We cite examples from all Chinookan languages, since the different Chinookan languages and dialects are phonologically, morphologically, and lexically sufficiently uniform to permit us to discuss CW for the most part with reference to Chinookan as a whole. Dialects and sources for Chinookan examples are keyed to the following abbreviations: UC (Kiksht Upper Chinook; examples are Wasco-Wishram dialect from Dyk 1933, Swadesh 1953, Moore 2003, and Clackamas dialect from Jacobs 1958-59); KC (Kathlamet Chinook; examples from Boas 1901 as analyzed in Hymes 1955); LC (Lower Chinook; examples are Chinook proper dialect from Boas 1894, 1911).

The same orthography used for CW is also used to transliterate phonetically-spelled Chinookan forms from Dyk, Hymes, and Moore. Jacobs's (1958:5-7) phonetic simplifications and equivalences have provided guidance for simplifying and respelling Boas's earlier Chinookan recordings; the resulting respellings—which include all LC forms cited here—are not to be considered phonemically precise.
notoriously clustered combinations of consonants that have lent Chinookan languages a reputation for special difficulty among speakers of other local indigenous languages (e.g., Sapir 1909:x). Full nouns, adverbs, and independent pronouns permit semantic and expressive expansions upon the core schemata. The following excerpt, adapted from Moore's (2003) interpretation of one of the very few extant historical examples of a Chinookan missionary text (a Wasco UC hymn in Lee and Frost 1844:204-05), provides some illustrative material:

(2) a. kanawa id-nša-giutg*ax, kwanisim punank'au
   all it-our-pitifulness always blind
   'We all are pitiful, always blind.'

   b. maika, ga-mt-iz-nš-l-u-t
   thou, [PST]-thou,-him,-us,-to-[DIRECTIVE]-give he,-thy,-son
   'Thou gave to us thy son.'

   c. yaxka, a2-wawat ga-č1-a2-aw-i-t
   he1 [FEM]2-word [PAST]-he,-it2-them=[people]-to-give
   'He gave instruction [the "Word"] to the people.'

In addition to an inflected noun (−giutg*ax 'pitifulness') and two adverbs, a above features an uninflected form (punank'au) resembling a Chinookan inflected noun stem (cf. UC a-k-p 'uninkau 'I am blind', KC a-šā-p 'ununnkau 'a blind one'). While we don't know Chinookan well enough to evaluate the composer's selection of an uninflected form over an available inflected noun here, what we can say with some certainty is that Chinookan number/gender and possessive noun prefixes are fully productive, and therefore, subject to speaker manipulation—including simplification.

Because full-noun and independent-pronoun constituents of Chinookan verbal sentences (lines b and c above) agree grammatically with the marking of grammatical relations within the verb core (as brought out here by subscripted numbers cross-referencing nouns and pronouns to their verbs), Chinookan word-
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*Some idea of the special difficulty that Chinookan languages would have posed for missionary learners can be had by comparing Moore's analyzed transliterations with their 1844 original:

Kon-a-wa e-dinch-ah-gu-it quah / Quon-sim po-nan-a-kow
Mi-kah gum-inch-e-lute e-me-han
Yok-ah waw-wot gach-ow-eet

Obviously, a conventional English orthography is not well suited to representing either the sounds or the morphological structures of Chinookan. The "extreme difficulty" (Hale 1846:562) that Chinookan languages pose for European-language speakers has not always been sufficiently appreciated in discussions of the historical sources. Indeed, the language-name "Chinook," used historically with reference to any but the Chinookans themselves, almost always referred to Chinuk Wawa, not Chinookan. While potentially an ambiguous term, in historical usage it generally isn't—it simply means Chinuk Wawa.
order is generally speaking free. Although independent pronouns are also inflected forms, most function in the sentence as complete words. For example, in b the independent pronoun *maika* and the noun prefix *mi-* ('thy', modifying the noun stem *-xan* 'son') both agree with the verb prefix *m-* 'thou'. While *maika* is itself technically an inflected form (Hymes parses the KC as *m-*ai-*ka*), it functions in the sentence as a complete word and can be taken to agree both with noun and verb—potentially underscoring both of the meanings 'thy' and 'thou'. The strings of prefixed elements determining much of the grammar of Chinookan inflected verbs, by contrast, are fully productive: an ability to instantly decode and recode their manifold permutations is one of the requirements for understanding and speaking Chinookan with fluency.

More particularly to the point here, all of the independent pronouns and adverbs in (2): a - c, but none of the verb-core elements appearing there, find close analogues in regional CW.

Also of special interest for exploring the roots of CW is a large class of particles to which Boas attributed various degrees of sound symbolism or onomatopoeia. These range from more-or-less obvious imitations of physical sounds:

(3) LC *tumm n-i-i-x-k xikuli ku x-ča*q

"Thump* he₁-himself₂-did below in the-water
'It went "thump" under the water.'

to specialized verb forms (termed "particle verbs" by Sapir), which constitute an important part of the language's lexicon:

(4) UC *tq'up ni-i-i-t-x-a* slice  be₁-him₂-to-did

'He cut it.'

In the UC example, the particle we have glossed 'slice', while it is perhaps about as onomatopoeic in Chinookan as "slice" (or "cut") is in English (that is, one may be able to see that the sound of the word suggests a sound—when one stops and thinks about it), also (and more importantly) constitutes the language's usual term for expressing the lexical meaning 'cut'. In this characteristic type of Chinookan construction, the semantic content of the verb is in effect extracted and brought to the front of the sentence by the particle, while the accompanying inflected form represents the sentence's grammatical relations in abstract form.

Chinookan adverbs, independent pronouns, onomatopoeic particles, particle verbs, and nouns are all well represented in the lexicon of Lower Columbia CW. Table 1: pronouns and nouns and Table 2: particles cite Chinookan forms with CW comparisons that will prove relevant for evaluating spellings from the various early historical sources cited in this paper.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC</th>
<th>CW&lt;sup&gt;QRSOE&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>CW&lt;sup&gt;BAYC&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>CW&lt;sup&gt;BEAGSE&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>CW&lt;sup&gt;QRES&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-kta 'some(thing)'</td>
<td>ikta</td>
<td>[tɪˀ'kta]</td>
<td>ikta, ekita</td>
<td>Ik'−tah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>úkuk ['DEM']</td>
<td>úkuk</td>
<td>[ʊ'kuk]</td>
<td>okuk</td>
<td>O'−koke, O'−kook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>náika [1 SG]</td>
<td>náika</td>
<td>[ná'yka]</td>
<td>nákä</td>
<td>Ní−ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>máika [2 SG]</td>
<td>máika</td>
<td>[mā'yka]</td>
<td>máika</td>
<td>Mi−ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yáška [MASC 3 SG] (CW [3 SG])</td>
<td>yáška, yāka</td>
<td>[yð'xka, ya'ka']</td>
<td>iaka</td>
<td>Yáh−ka, Yok−ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áldk'ta 'who, someone'</td>
<td>tóksta</td>
<td>[tō'ksta]</td>
<td>tlaksta</td>
<td>Klák−sta, Kluk−sta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-k'ainu 'tobacco'</td>
<td>k'dýnu</td>
<td>[k'ó'y ynut]</td>
<td>cañumí</td>
<td>Ki'−nootl, Ki'−noos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-lí 'land, earth'</td>
<td>iliñ, ilihi</td>
<td>[ʔili'ʔi']</td>
<td>elehi</td>
<td>Il'−la−hie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i]−Á'iminxu' 'lie'</td>
<td>k'ëmincx&lt;at&gt;</td>
<td>[t'ami'naxwáat]</td>
<td>tleminwhít</td>
<td>Klím−in'−a−whit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-t'álapas 'coyote'</td>
<td>t'alapas</td>
<td>[t'o'lap'ɔ's]</td>
<td>talapos (fox')</td>
<td>Tál−a−pus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Áčput 'black bear'</td>
<td>ic'put</td>
<td>[ʔi'ts.'ut]</td>
<td>itshút</td>
<td>Its'−woot, Its'−hoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>À−šug 'water'</td>
<td>ceq</td>
<td>[tsqw]</td>
<td>tsok</td>
<td>Chuck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>À−pašiñi 'blanket'</td>
<td>pàsisì</td>
<td>[pasì 'st]</td>
<td>pasisse</td>
<td>Pa'see-sie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Àd-àxyam 'poor' (CW 1 'poor', 2 [salutation])</td>
<td>kàxymam, kàxwiyám</td>
<td>[tə'ɔ'ya2ayam]</td>
<td>tlahowiam</td>
<td>(1) Kla-bów−yum, (2) Kla'−how−ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s−iá−yast 'his eyes' (CW 'eye(s), face')</td>
<td>siyáxs</td>
<td>[stiO'hust]</td>
<td>siahost</td>
<td>Se−ah−host, Se−agh−ost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-kamúsak 'beads' (diminutive form?: see note 9)</td>
<td>kamúsaq</td>
<td>[kamO'saa'k]</td>
<td>kamusok</td>
<td>Ka−mo'−suk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>té−lë−am 'people' (CW 'person, people')</td>
<td>tilixam</td>
<td>[tə'lhəm]</td>
<td>telikom</td>
<td>Tit'−i−kum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u]−lalí 'salmonberry' (CW 'berry, berries')</td>
<td>ulalí</td>
<td>[ʔu'laO]</td>
<td>olíle ('wild fruit')</td>
<td>O'−lil−lie, O'−lal−lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ú−lu 'hunger' (CW 'hungry')</td>
<td>úlu</td>
<td>[ʔu'lu?]</td>
<td>olo</td>
<td>O'−lo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Selected LC Particles with CW Comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC</th>
<th>CW_{BORDS}</th>
<th>CW_{RAYC}</th>
<th>CW_{REBOV}</th>
<th>CW_{grass}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c‘em ‘marked,</td>
<td>c‘em</td>
<td>[ts‘Á’m]</td>
<td>tsom</td>
<td>zum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spotted’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hihi ‘laugh’</td>
<td>hihi</td>
<td>[hi’hí]</td>
<td>hihi</td>
<td>hee’re-hee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’au ‘tie’</td>
<td>k’aw</td>
<td>[k’ç’w]</td>
<td>kao</td>
<td>kow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’o’as ‘afraid’</td>
<td>k’as</td>
<td>[k’w 0’s]</td>
<td>kwas</td>
<td>kwass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak’ap ‘cut’</td>
<td>Ak’ap</td>
<td>[tk’ó’p]</td>
<td>tlkop (‘piece’)</td>
<td>tl’ko’pe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak’ap ‘hole’</td>
<td>Ak’ap</td>
<td>[t’wo’p]</td>
<td>tlwop, tIhwop</td>
<td>kla–wa’p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A’ap ‘find’</td>
<td>A’ap</td>
<td>[t’4’o’p]</td>
<td>tlap</td>
<td>klap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A’mø’n ‘mashed’</td>
<td>A’mín</td>
<td>[t’4’mø’n]</td>
<td>tlemin</td>
<td>klím’re-mín</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A’ø’s–A’ø’s’tom’</td>
<td>A’ø’s–A’ø’s’</td>
<td>[t’4’ Á’s]</td>
<td>tiahtlah</td>
<td>klugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pus [CONDITIONAL]</td>
<td>pus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(UC pu)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’u’a ‘right’</td>
<td>q’e’á’</td>
<td>[q’wa’t’h’]</td>
<td>kwotlk</td>
<td>kwutl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speq ‘grey’</td>
<td>sp’u’aq</td>
<td>[sp’ò’oqw]</td>
<td>spook (‘faded’)</td>
<td>sp’ò’–oh, sp’ò’–eh (‘faded’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tømm, tumm</td>
<td>tø’møm,</td>
<td>[ta’mø’m,]</td>
<td>tomтом</td>
<td>tum’–tum, tum’–wa’–ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“thump” (onom. →</td>
<td>tø’møwata</td>
<td>[ta’mø’wata],</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW tøm–tøm</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ta’mø’wata]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘heart’, tøm–wata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘falls’)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tell, tel ‘tired’</td>
<td>t’il</td>
<td>[t’èll]</td>
<td>til</td>
<td>till, tull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tq ‘i’ ‘like, want’</td>
<td>tq’i, tiki</td>
<td>[taq’i’]</td>
<td>tcek, tike</td>
<td>tik–e’gh, tu–ke’gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tk’up ‘white’</td>
<td>tk’up</td>
<td>[t’k’ù’p]</td>
<td>tlkop</td>
<td>t’kope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC, KC wawa ‘speech’</td>
<td>wawa</td>
<td>[wø’wa]</td>
<td>wawa</td>
<td>wau’–wau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cf. KC wawa ‘talk’)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu:l’ ‘proud’</td>
<td>yu:l’</td>
<td>[yu’ç(?)y’]</td>
<td>iutl</td>
<td>youtl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"English-speakers" "folk etymology" deriving the CW from English suppose. Note that CW_{REBOV} actually shows both forms, glossing pus as 'for, if, when, in order to, that', versus spos 'if, suppose' (Demers, Blanchet, St. Onge 1871:30-31).

"The CW has also been attributed to Nootkan wawaa 'to say'.
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An interesting feature of Chinookan-contributed nouns in the CW sources under consideration is that roughly half appear with Chinookan number/gender prefixes, half without. Since a numberless/genderless noun is incomplete in Chinookan terms, the presence of so many in CW bespeaks deliberate simplification by Chinookan speakers—the only CW speakers who could be expected to have known how to separate Chinookan nouns from their Chinookan prefixes. CW shows Chinookan speakers’ “fingerprints” also in the frequent presence of CW s, c where corresponding Chinookan forms more normally show š, š. In Chinookan languages, shifting š, š to s, c is frequently a device for creating diminutive forms (Hymes 1996). The occurrence of so many matched CW:Chinookan pairs showing this contrast helps to sharpen the “line” between Chinookan and CW. But it is difficult to see how anyone but Chinookan speakers could have grasped a line so finely drawn—so closely linked, that is, to Chinookan expressive sensibilities.

Even more tellingly, inflected verbs, the beating grammatical "heart" of Chinookan languages, are largely absent from the Chinookan portion of the CW lexicon. Almost all of the dozen or so Chinookan verb stems that do come into CW fall into two categories: (a) CW adjectives that Boas observed are based on Chinookan verbal stems (Hymes classifies most of the KC forms for these as nouns); and (b) CW active verbs based on Chinookan simple imperatives, which are about as minimally inflected as Chinookan inflected verbs can be. Table 3: verbs collates examples of both kinds of Chinookan verb with CW comparisons; like Tables 1 and 2, these have been selected with an eye also to evaluating citations from historical sources.

Table 3: Selected Chinookan verbs with CW comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinookan</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>DEMERS</th>
<th>GIBBS</th>
<th>(CW meaning)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC -u=eqat 'short' yûckat, [yu'ick'at]</td>
<td>iutsekat</td>
<td>Yoût–skut</td>
<td>'short'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC -u=êqat 'long' yû'qat, [yu'qat]</td>
<td>iutkat</td>
<td>Yoût–kut</td>
<td>'long'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC -xel=ûima xîyîma, [xalû'yma]</td>
<td>holoûma</td>
<td>Hul–ô–i–ma</td>
<td>'different'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC -x-ûaq 'xalaq, [xalûaq]</td>
<td>hâlah,</td>
<td>Háh–lakl</td>
<td>'to open'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>halak</td>
<td></td>
<td>(to open)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (b)       |    |        |       |              |
| LC [i̋]-pût 'hide it!' iпуст, [i'пуст] | ipsut | Ip′–soot | 'to hide' |
| LC i-šgam 'take it!' iskam, [iškam] | iskom | Is'–kum | 'to take, get' |
| LC mê'-lô-ì imitayt, [mî'layt] | mitlait | Mî'–lîte | 'to sit, stay' |
|           |     |         |       |              |
| LC mê'-çì'-ì 'thou sit!' mitxîìit, [mîxìt] | mitwhit | Mî–whit | 'to stand' |

Again, only Chinookan speakers can be expected to have known which Chinookan forms are potentially subject to the most complex permutations (inflected verbs) and which are not (basically, all other Chinookan word
categories), and hence, how to have systematically excluded or reduced only the former as possible CW. This exclusion/reduction is plausibly explained if we assume that previous generations of Chinookan speakers were motivated to create a simplified, that is, a more foreigner-accessible Chinookan, much of which has been preserved in the Chinookan component of the CW lexicon. Note that "simplified" in this context means grammatically simplified from a Chinookan speaker’s perspective.

Phonological evidence provides additional compelling evidence of the Chinookan origins of CW. The comparisons adduced in Tables 1-3 show that the Indian varieties of CW illustrated there reproduce all of the basic sounds of Chinookan. The same is not true for varieties of CW historically associated with many non-Indians, in which less “difficult” pronunciations of Chinookan-contributed CW words have been conventional (indeed, codified: in numerous English-orthography “Chinook” dictionaries, mostly based wholly or in part on CW Gibbs). Speakers of English typically find the following segmental phonemes of Chinookan difficult to produce: /l, s, q, x, y, and the ejectives (c’, c”, k”, k””, l”, p”, q”, q””), however, the places and manners of articulation implied by this list are all widely shared by Northwest Coast indigenous languages. Since somewhat over half of the complete lexicon of these varieties of CW is from Chinookan, it follows that their phonology is also to a considerable extent Chinookan.

Thomason (1981, 1983:836-844) has demonstrated that this basic Chinookan-congruent phonology characterized Indian varieties of CW throughout the Northwest, at least by the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries when phonetically reasonably accurate records began appearing. Samarin (1986:27, 1996:332-334) has argued that any such phonology would have been a late development, following a formative stage characterized by chaotic variability rather than a uniform phonology. Evidence from the earliest systematic description of CW, that of Hale (1846:635-650), could be taken as support for Samarin’s version of history, inasmuch as it documents the mid-nineteenth century existence of a phonetically non-Chinookan CW. Hale himself explained this feature of his CW recordings as follows:

> As the Jargon [CW] is to be spoken by Chinooks, Englishmen, and Frenchmen, so as to be alike easy and intelligible to all, it must admit of no sound which cannot be readily produced by all three. (Hale 1846:640)

However, a close examination of matched items from Hale’s Chinookan (1846:567-629, family 6) and CW (1846:636-639) word lists suggests another explanation. If we assume that Hale’s Chinookan was heard from Indians, but that he recorded CW from an unidentified non-Indian source, then there is no phonetic variance between the two sets that cannot be explained with reference to the well-documented tendency of European-language (especially, English) speakers to avoid the “difficult” segments listed above. For example, the Chinookan and CW words for ‘who’ (Table 1: Aåksåta) appear in Hale’s transcription as tx1låksta and klaksta, respectively. Although Hale lacked the technical conventions to accurately represent the difficult sounds at issue, his transcription is systematic, and accurate
as far as it goes: "tʃᵊ" obviously stands here for a voiceless lateral (t or ɬ), which equally obviously is missing from his transcription of the corresponding CW form. Other examples (Hale's CW with his translations are columns 1 and 2, his Chinookan column 3; italicized Chinookan forms are from Table 1, unless indicated otherwise):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CW</th>
<th>Chinookan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iábka 'he, she, it'</td>
<td>iáχka (yáχka '3 SG')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilehi 'earth, land'</td>
<td>eleé (i-lli 'land, earth')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itsühüt 'black bear'</td>
<td>etsχot (i-ʔčxat 'black bear')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kainutl 'tobacco'</td>
<td>kainu'tχl, kainotχl (i-k'áimul 'tobacco')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mitlait 'to sit, reside'</td>
<td>mu'tχlait (mθ-ʔa-it 'thou-sit!', Tbl 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mūsaika 'we, our'</td>
<td>mūsaiika, mčaiika (mšaiika '2 PL')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siáhos 'eye'</td>
<td>sίάχos (s-ʔa-ʔust 'eyes')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tilikám 'men, people'</td>
<td>tuleχam, tuleχam (tέ-λκ-ʔam 'people')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsok 'water'</td>
<td>tšltčóκwa, tšltšóκwa, tčóκe, tčóκo (ʔ-ʔaːq(ʔ) 'water')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tūkéh 'to wish'</td>
<td>tqaieχ, tkaieχ (tq'ik' 'like, want'; Table 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No doubt, most English-speakers would find CW forms like Hale's above more "readily produced" than their indicated Chinookan source-forms. But are there any grounds for supposing that the CW of Lower Columbia Indians was ever characterized by similarly non-Chinookan phonetic forms? In fact, Hale's own observations do not unambiguously support his claim of a "lowest common denominator" phonology for CW. Variations in the CW forms for some numerals, he remarks (1846:641), "proceed from the greater or less approximation attempted by the speaker to the original terms in Tshinuk . . . ." And the CW word for 'good' (which he recognizes as Nootkan-derived, not Chinookan) appears as klosh in his CW word-list, but elsewhere (1846:640) as the "Chinook"[-Indian] attributed form tʃlōősh—a variance difficult to explain without granting the existence of a Chinookan-congruent norm for at least some Indian pronunciations of CW words.5

5It cannot even be taken for granted that Hale's variety of CW would have been as phonetically unproblematic for "Chinooks" as it would have been for "Englishmen and Frenchmen" (for simplicity's sake, we will restrict the discussion to Chinooks and Englishmen). Although a form like Hale's klosh would suggest a simple (CCVC) syllable to his "Englishmen's" ears (compare English "close," "clothes"), Dyk's (1933:7-9) analysis of Kiksht UC syllable structure suggests that an equivalent Chinookan form would be syllabically more complex (C+CVC or CV+VC, the latter with vocalic l as the first V). The "vocalic" (versus "consonantal") quality of Chinookan l (Dyk 1933:5) is particularly obvious in Boas's LC and KC transcriptions, in which the clusters kʃl, gʃl, qʃl, kˈl, qˈl are almost always written with an intervening epenthetic vowel (as [kʃl], [gʃl], [qʃl], [kˈeʃl], [qˈeʃl], respectively). Quite possibly, the combination [kʰ], characterizing the initial sound of English speakers' pronunciations of words like klosh, was not an altogether congenial or "natural" one in Chinookan. On the other hand, t, ɬ, ɬ' are perfectly natural syllable-initiating sounds in Chinookan.
Such a norm is hinted at even in CW Gibbs, whose CW spellings established an English-orthography standard followed by compilers of subsequent "Chinook" dictionaries (S. Johnson 1978:96-121), not to mention by Northwest language specialists down to the present day (most recent dictionaries of Northwest indigenous languages still cite English-orthography spellings for CW loans). But note that some of Gibbs's spellings collated in Tables 1-3 appear to stretch English orthography in the direction of non-English sounds and clusters: for example, Se-agh'-ost, Tzum, TI'kope, Tik-égh. Compare Thomason (1983:826-830), who cites various historical indications that many Whites did recognize an Indian "target phonology" for CW.

Such indications find additional support in the following rather confusingly worded excerpt from a report by the missionary priest Modeste Demers, dated Ft. Vancouver 1839—the same place and period represented by Hale's vocabularies:

The jargon [CW] is composed of words taken from different languages, disfigured in their orthography and pronunciation. It is all borrowed from different languages, which makes it easy to acquire. It possesses only from four hundred to five hundred words. . . . A good many of the Cascade Indians who understand this jargon, and some of the Klickatats [sic], attend the catechism and evening prayers. . . . I expect to learn the Klickatat language, which will be of real use in instructing this tribe and those of DesChutes [sic] and of the Cascades, who understand it well. The greatest difficulty in learning the language spoken on this side of the mountains, consists in the pronunciation which is such, that we are many times at a loss to find characters to represent it, as in Sahaletaye, God, hihkt, one. (Demers in Blanchet 1983:68-69)

Samarin (1986:27) reasons that if Demers found CW "easy to acquire" in 1839, he would not have encountered the "difficult" sounds later documented from Indian speakers and accepted by Thomason as evidence of the language's indigenous origin. However, Demers' "language spoken on this side of the mountains" (for which he was "many times at a loss to find characters") was apparently CW. While his example "hikkt" could be either Chinookan or CW (ixt is 'one' in both), we have no evidence that Demers ever tried to learn Chinookan; he was, in fact, later known for his exceptionally fluent CW.6 His other example is an unambiguously CW compound (CW saxali-tayi 'God', literally 'above-chief'), composed of one Chinookan-derived and one Nootkan-derived word. While words

---

6Nor is there any evidence that Demers' friend and fellow Northwest missionary priest, F. N. Blanchet, ever tried to learn Chinookan, notwithstanding the latter's claim (cited by Samarin 1986:28) to have produced a "full Chinook" translation of the Christian prayers. The only known Blanchet translation of the Christian prayers into any indigenous language is the CW translation in Blanchet (1862), later published in Demers, Blanchet, St. Onge (1871:33-38).
for the missionary-introduced concept of the Christian God in local tribal languages all appear to have originated as translations of this CW compound, they are generally recorded with Native, not CW words (for example, UC for 'God' is sádxix istamx, literally 'above chief'). In the CW dictionary that Demers' colleagues St. Onge and Blanchet edited and published the year Demers himself died (Demers, Blanchet, St. Onge 1871), a number of specially-made characters appear, including some clearly meant to convey "difficult" phonetic features. For example, the item ixt appears there as iht, the word for 'God' as sahale-Tayé). While it is possible that Demers would have labelled such features—any special characters devised to represent them—as "disfigured," it is also possible that he meant that characterization more specifically as a reference to the pronunciation and spelling of English and French contributed words in CW. Examples of the latter from Demers' dictionary, as published: Hankechem 'handkerchief', Kapech 'cabbage', Lapushet 'fork', Lesash 'angel'.

In the next section, we will try to ascertain what the very earliest sources, predating Hale and Demers, can tell us about CW and its Chinookan affinities.

2 Linguistic Evidence from Earliest Contact on the Lower Columbia

Natives of the greater Lower Columbia first encountered speakers of European languages in the late eighteenth century, when British and Euro-American seafarers began making frequent landfalls along the Northwest Coast of North America. The facility of these early visitors for rapidly acquiring enough of the local languages to permit communication for restricted purposes (primarily trade) should not be underestimated. The log of the American ship Columbia, which accomplished the first recorded penetration of the Lower Columbia in 1792, contains a Nootkan vocabulary from an earlier visit to Vancouver Island, introduced as follows:

Our constant converse with the Natives enabled us to gain a considerable knowledge of their Language Manours and customs I have here insurted a vocabulary which enabled us to converse on almost any Subject with facility (Howay 1969:58; spelling as in original).

Nootkan languages, like Chinookan languages, are phonologically and morphologically sufficiently exotic by comparison to the seafarers' European languages to have posed a learning task of "extreme difficulty" for them (quoting Hale's 1846:562 observation regarding foreigner reluctance to learn Chinookan). Not surprisingly, the early seafarers apparently only managed to acquire a grammatically rudimentary and phonetically reduced variety of Nootkan, the so-called Nootka Jargon (Samarin 1988) or Nootka Lingo (Lang 2000, following seafarer terminology). This Nootka Lingo is of considerable importance for understanding how CW developed into its later nineteenth-century forms, since it evidently is the source of a relatively small but semantically and grammatically central Nootkan component of the CW lexicon. Had this Nootkan component of
CW been introduced in the context of aboriginal trade involving direct contacts between Chinookans and Nootkans, as some have assumed (Swan 1857:307, Thomas 1935:12-14), one would expect Nootkan-contributed CW words to retain all the sounds shared by Chinookan and Nootkan. As Table 4 reveals, however, these CW words show a systematic replacement of Nootkan glottalized ejectives, uvular stops, and velar and uvular fricatives (albeit not all lateral fricatives, regarding which see note 5) by more European-language friendly counterparts, reproducing many of the same substitutions illustrated by Hale’s CW word-list.

The earliest recorded hints that more-or-less effective communications had been established between the seafarers and Chinookans are to be found in the log of the British ship Ruby (Roe 1967), which over-wintered on the Lower Columbia in 1795, just three years after Robert Gray and the Columbia made the first recorded entry into the river. Effective communication is implied by impressively detailed accounts of Native trading and raiding activity, attributed to local Indians including one named Concomly (LC qanqm li [q′aqnq′em li]), later well-known as the principal Lower Chinook chief of the fur-trade era. Two words explicitly attributed to local Indians appear in the log: Peeshee (sic) (“it was 'Peeshee' that we should offend her [the moon]”) and Wapato(e) (“the Wild Potatoe [sic] called by the Natives 'Wapatoe'”) (Roe 1967:121, 128-129). It is very interesting that neither of these words appears to be Chinookan as known from the sources listed in footnote 3. The first suggests Nootkan-contributed CW p′iStik ‘bad’ (Table 4), the second CW GРОNDE wάρt u, CW BAY c [wά′ptu, wά′hptu, wά′ptu] ‘wapato (Sagittaria latifolia); potato’, which for lack of a firmly demonstrated etymology must be considered unique to CW.7

The record of interethnic communication left by a later English-speaking over-wintering party, that of Lewis and Clark in 1805-06, is more copious, yet similarly incomplete. While it is clear that by the end of their winter’s stay on the Lower Columbia, members of the Lewis and Clark expedition had acquired some ability to communicate verbally with their Clatsop Chinookan near neighbors, this

7 The cited CW forms correspond to a term recorded by Lewis and Clark usually as wapto, but also as wappato, pap-pa-too, etc. As Lewis and Clark’s careful observations of the plant and its Native use make clear, their name refers to the starchy tubers of Sagittaria latifolia (named wapato following their usage; also called arrowhead, Indian potato), a local indigenous staple. Two conflicting etymologies for this term have appeared in print: the Oxford English Dictionary (2nd ed.) cites Cree wapatowa ‘white mushroom’ as the source form; while Samarin (1988:233), pointing to the variant spellings with p→, suggests a Spanish or Portuguese source. However, two features point to a local origin: the element wa, which suggests the UC feminine singular prefix wa– (as in UC wa–qat, ‘S. latifolia, potato’ in the Clackamas dialect); and the element pto, which suggests the Kalapuyan nominal stem ‘S. latifolia’ (attested as Northern Kalapuya mám–pdu, Southern Kalapuya gám–pdu ?; reconstructed as Proto-Kalapuyan *pdu’ by Berman 1990:54). Though not attested in modern recordings of Chinookan, a form *wa–pdu is formally plausible as Upper Chinook, as well as historically plausible as an indication of ties between Upper Chinookans and neighboring Kalapuyans (David French, personal communication to Henry Zenk, 1976).
Table 4: CW items with presumed Nootkan (Nuuchahnulth) source-forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CW&lt;sub&gt;WORLD&lt;/sub&gt; [CW&lt;sub&gt;BAYC&lt;/sub&gt;]</th>
<th>Nootkan (Powell 1991; Sapir and Swadesh 1939)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>čiku; [tšo'ku] 1 'come, approach', 2 'become'</td>
<td>čok'ga 'come!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>háyí'a; [hō-ykwa] 'dentalium shells'</td>
<td>hiix'a 'dentalium shell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hayu; [hō-yu:] 'many, much'</td>
<td>hayu '10' (cf. haya 'many')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kāk̕āt; [kā:k:at] 'beat, whip'</td>
<td>q̕ax̕il, q̕aš̕iš 'to die'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k̕e'm̕t̕eks; [k̕a̕:m̕t̕eks] 'know, understand'</td>
<td>k̕amat + -Ø 'known' + 'IRRREALIS'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t̕at̕uva; [t̕a̕:t̕uva] 'go, proceed'</td>
<td>kat̕w̕aa 'to paddle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t̕u̕č̕n̕e; [tu̕:t̕č̕n̕e] 'woman'</td>
<td>t̕u̕č̕na 'woman'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t̕u̕; [t̕u̕:] 'good'</td>
<td>t̕u̕ 'good, pretty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mátku; [ma̕:ku] 'to buy'</td>
<td>maak̕u 'to buy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mámt̕uk, munk; [ma̕:m̕uku] 'do, make'</td>
<td>mámt̕o:k 'working'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mávt̕e; [ma̕ːv̕te] 'deer'</td>
<td>muwač 'deer'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n̕ánič; [n̕a̕:n̕at̕] 'see, look'</td>
<td>n'nan'an 'ic, n'an'oač 'looking (st)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p̕al̕ač, p̕a̕tač; [p̕o̕-t̕a̕s] 'give; a gift'</td>
<td>p'q̕č̕l̕- 'potlatch to'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p̕iš̕áč, p̕iš̕á̕č 'brushy, rough (place)' (CW&lt;sub&gt;DFHES&lt;/sub&gt; pishak 'bad')</td>
<td>p'č̕aq̕ 'bad, wicked, ugly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sayā; [st̕ya] 'far away'</td>
<td>sayaa 'distant, far off'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tayi; [t̕a̕yi] 'chief, boss'</td>
<td>taayii 'oldest son'; 'older brother, senior'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. tanās 'child'</td>
<td>t'an'a 'child'; t'an'e̕s, t'an'a̕s 'young child'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. tanās, tan̕i; [tanc̕-s] 'little, small' (CW&lt;sub&gt;DFHES&lt;/sub&gt; tanas 'child', 2 'small, young')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wik; [wek] 'no, not'</td>
<td>wik 'no!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CW&lt;sub&gt;WES&lt;/sub&gt; win'-a-pie 'presently')</td>
<td>wiinapi 'to stay (somewhere), stop'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This etymology is from Silverstein (1996:128).*
is documented by very little in the way of actual linguistic examples. The following entries recorded at the Cascades of the Columbia (in the country of the \textit{wah\-t\-\-la} Chinookans), after the expedition had begun its homeward journey, document the acquisition by some expedition members of what they took to be "some of" the "Clatsop language."

one of the Squaws told us in the Clatsop tongue that She had Slept with the white traders & c. (Ordway in Thwaites 1904-05,4:340)

one other fellow attempted to steal Capt. Lewis's dog, and had decoyed him nearly half a mile we were informed of it by a man who Spoke the Clatsop language . . . (Clark in Moulton 1990,7:109)

three of this tribe of villains the Wah-clel-lars [for UC \textit{wah\-t\-\-la}] Stole my dog this evening, and took him toward their village; I was shortly afterwards informed of this transaction by an Indian who spoke the Clatsop language, \textit{[NB: some of which we had learnt from them during the winter]} (Lewis in Moulton 1990,7:105)

\textit{NB} identifies notations in the original journals made by Nicholas Biddle, first editor of the expedition journals, during consultations with Clark after the return of the expedition. Another Biddle note from his conversations with Clark clarifies what Lewis and Clark were learning as "Clatsop."

\textit{Clatsop lang. more resembling ours in pron. \& more easy to learn than that of any other lang. They not accentuate the last syllable as most Indians, but rather the first.} (Jackson 1962:489)

However, not only do the indigenous languages of the greater lower Columbia share a number of sounds that native English speakers find quite exotic, but Chinookan languages in particular feature such sounds in conjunction with consonant clusters that even speakers of other local languages find daunting. It is also notable that usual first-syllable stress accurately characterizes CW, but not Chinookan.

The journals preserve precisely one example of a clause-level "Clatsop" utterance:

. . . every [Clatsop] man Came around examined the Duck looked at the gun the Size of the ball which was 100 to the pound and Said in their own language Clouch Musket. \textit{[NB: English word Musket] wake, com ma-tax Musket} which is, a good Musket do not under stand this kind of Musket &c. (Clark in Moulton 1990,6:121)

This utterance breaks down into four lexemes, all of which match words later recorded as Lower Columbia CW--three Nootka-Lingo derived (Table 4):
and one English-derived:

**Musket**

\[\text{CW}_{\text{G RONDE}} m\text{esk}^\prime \text{it} \text{ 'musket'},\]
\[\text{CW}_{\text{BAYC}} [m\text{skit}] \text{ '(any) gun'}.\]

In addition to these four examples, the journals contain 19-plus other Indian-attributed lexemes from the Lower Columbia, excluding proper names of persons, places, and groups. At least 12 of these resemble words later recorded as CW—two Nootka-Lingo derived (Table 4 and below):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>CW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>pe shack</em> &quot;bad&quot;</td>
<td><em>p'išák</em> 'bad',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*tá &quot;chief&quot;</td>
<td><em>tayi</em> 'chief, boss';</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at least eight Chinookan-identifiable, including the following four keying to Tables 2 and 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>CW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Commashuck &quot;beads&quot;</em></td>
<td><em>kmúsaq</em> 'beads',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pah-shish-e-ooks &quot;cloth men&quot;</em> [=Whites]</td>
<td><em>pasísí</em> 'blanket' (+Chin -ück [PLURAL]),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>timm [a falls]</em></td>
<td><em>tóm(wata)</em> 'falls', <em>tóm(tem)</em> 'heart',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Spuck [infant otter]</em></td>
<td><em>sp'úňq</em> 'grey, faded';</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and two unique (as far as is known) to CW: *wapto* (see note 7), and *shapallel*, *chapallel* [a native-processed meal made into cakes] (cf. CW\text{G RONDE} *saplé* 'grain, wheat, flour, bread', CW\text{BAYC} [*tsAplI*] 'bread').

The fact that two items from the foregoing list appear in a compound (*ti-á-como-shack "chief beads"*) is of note: compounds are unusual in Chinookan, but

\[\text{ Also CW}_{\text{DEMERS}} *saplí* 'bread, flour, wheat', CW_{\text{GIBBS}} *sap'-o-líl* 'wheat, flour, meal'.\]

Gibbs (1863:22) derives the term from Chinookan *tsa pelíl* (compare the CW\text{BAYC} form above), noting that the word appears to have been shared by various Columbia River languages. Silverstein and Moore (in Moulton 1990,5:39, 1990,7:93) give the Chinookan as a-saabá* 'bread', noting that the term's etymology is obscure. The term is also in Upper Chehalis Salishan as *saplí* 'bread, flour', where Kinkade (1990:340) derives it "from French la farine, via Algonkian and Chinook Jargon sap-ó-líl flour, meal." While we don't know either French or Algonkian well enough to comment on the linguistic plausibility of the latter proposal, we must consider it historically improbable. Eastern Amerindians and French Canadians are not reported on the Lower Columbia until the commencement of the land-based fur trade, which post-dates Lewis and Clark's visit by several years. Clearly, though, Lewis and Clark were recording a term used by local Indians for an indigenous product.
characteristic of CW.\(^9\)

Some five years after Lewis and Clark's sojourn among the Clatsop Chinookans, the American-owned Pacific Fur Company established Astoria on lands of these same Native people. Also in that year, David Thompson, an employee of the rival Canadian Northwest Company, led an expedition from the interior down to the mouth of the Columbia River. Near the Cascades of the Columbia River, he made the following short notation in his journal:

July 13 [1811], Saturday. A fine day, the people on the right side, or north side are called Wan-Thlus-lar, on the south side Woe-yark-Eek. Thloos, good, Kummertacks - I understand or know it, Knick-me-week-no-se-ye, far off. Pesheek, bad. After much delay we were obliged to set off. (Elliot 1914:61-62)

Following the local names Wan-Thlus-lar (sic) \((wa'ta/la)\) and Woe-yark-Eek \((woa'xi/xix)\) there occurs a somewhat garbled list of linguistic items, which sort out as follows:

- Thloos, good, CW \(tu'i\) (Table 4)
- Kummertacks - I understand or know it, CW \(ko'mte/ks\) (Table 4)
- Knick - me -, CW \(nyak\) (Table 1)
- Week - no -, CW \(wix\) (Table 4)
- se-ye, far off., CW \(sax\) (Table 4)
- Pesheek, bad, CW \(pu'i/six\) (Table 4)

These six linguistic items, which as noted all correspond to CW words, also provide the first direct indication of a Chinookan pronoun apparently occurring in association with Nootka-Lingo derived items.

The available accounts of Franchere and Ross, two of the traders at Astoria in 1811, are disappointingly sketchy with respect to minutiae of daily interaction and communication with local Indians.\(^10\) In early passages, Franchere

---

\(^9\)An alternate parsing of this Lewis and Clark item appears in Moulton (1990, 6:82; Moulton's Chinookan consultants were Michael Silverstein and Robert E. Moore): \(tiaq'mu/'sak\), evidently for Chinookan \(t-i-a-q'mu/'s-a-ks\ 'PLURAL-his-bead-s'. However, Tiá appears elsewhere in the journals (1990,6:163, 198) with the meaning "chief," and contrary to the editor's note (1990,6:164) no Chinookan noun like \(tia\) (sic) 'chief is on record. Hymes (personal communication) comments that the latter form doesn't look at all plausible as a Chinookan noun. Silverstein (1990:541) elsewhere gives the Chinookan words for 'chief' as LC \(i't\k\'a/\), UC \(i't\k\'mana, i'tsi/ax\).

\(^10\)Unfortunately, Franchere's and Ross's original journals have not survived. What we have instead are, for Franchere, an author's manuscript (published in the French original, with an English translation by W. T. Lamb, as Franchere 1969), subsequently reorganized and rewritten by an editor (M. Bibaud) to appear as a contemporary popular narrative (French original: Franchere 1820, English translations: Huntington 1854, Hoyt Franchere 435
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(1969:73) refers to communication by "sign language," while in later passages he is communicating with Indians "in their own languages" (Franchere 1969:106, 133). Concerning overtures made to him by the Northwest Co. after its takeover of Astoria in 1813, Franchere (1969:182, note 1) states:

I perceived by the reception given to myself in particular, that thanks to the Chinook dialect of which I was sufficiently master, they would not have asked better than to give me employment, on advantageous terms.

Both Franchere and Ross comment upon the difficulty of "Chinook":

The language spoken by these people is guttural, very difficult for a foreigner to learn, and equally hard to pronounce. To speak the Chinook dialect, you must be a Chinook. (Ross 1849:101)

It remains for me to say something about the Chinook language [original: la langue Chinoque, ou Tchinouke], which is spoken by all the native tribes from the river's mouth to the rapids [the Cascades of the Columbia River]. It is a hard language and difficult for strangers to pronounce, filled as it is with gutturals like those of the Scottish Highlanders. The Chinooks have no consonants "f," "v," and so forth. They do not even have our "r," but a strongly articulated guttural that is somewhat like this letter pronounced as a uvular, as in "Kreluit" [original: Chreluit, evidently corresponding to Chinookan (i)štuit 'they are strange, different' (Silverstein 1990:545)], or perhaps better, "Hreluit." The combinations "thI" or "tl" and "It" are as frequent in Chinook as they are in Mexican . . . . (Franchere 1820:203-204, as translated in Hoyt Franchere 1967:121-122)

This quotation from Franchere prefaces a "Chinook" vocabulary of 56 entries, which (along with the quotation) appears only in the 1820 French edition (it is reproduced in Hoyt Franchere 1967, but was omitted from Huntington 1854 and the latter's reprints). It is through this vocabulary, subsequently reprinted by Gallatin (1836:379), that Chinookan languages first came to the attention of linguists.

1967). For Ross, we have Ross (1849, reprinted as Ross 1986), covering his Astorian years, and Ross (1956), covering his subsequent career as an employee of the Northwest and Hudson Bay Companies. While the latter is at least an author's manuscript, for the Astorian period we have only an edited narrative meant (like Franchere 1820) to appeal to the popular tastes of the time.

11A check of the handwritten original of Franchere (1969), which is preserved at the Metropolitan Toronto Reference Library, confirms that it was not included in the author's manuscript (personal communication by Christine Mosser to Dell Hymes, 1987). Evidently, it was added by or at the insistence of M. Bibaud, editor of the 1820 edition.
Ross's (1849:342-349) much longer vocabulary is subdivided into a "Chinook vocabulary" of 236 entries, and 30 appended additional entries introduced as follows:

Besides the foregoing [Chinook] language, there is another lingo, or rather mixed dialect, spoken by the Chinook and other neighbouring tribes, which is generally used in their intercourse with the whites. It is much more easily learned, and the pronunciation more agreeable to the ear than the other, . . .

Lacking any known earlier or manuscript version of Ross's vocabularies, we are forced to speculate on the exact date of their compilation. All that we can know with certainty is that Ross left the Pacific Northwest for the Red River Settlement, Saskatchewan, in 1825, and that his vocabularies appear to be independent of any other known earlier source. We find no compelling reason not to accept them as what they purport to be—a record reflecting language contact during the Astorian period. Since they share many peculiarities with Franchere's much shorter list, the two sources will be considered together here.

12S. Johnson (1978:34-35) observes that some of Ross's Nootkan-identifiable "mixed dialect" items lack matches in later CW sources, but do resemble spellings of items in the Nootkan vocabularies of Jewett (published 1815) and Mozino (published in Spanish in 1792). But S. Johnson's claim that "many [only the two below fall into this category] of these look as though they may have come directly from either Mozino or Jewitt" must be weighed against the fact that the spellings in question are not identical, and could just reflect shared spelling conventions. It must also be remembered that Ross at Astoria would have been hearing Nootka Lingo, not Nootkan. With reference to the examples as cited by S. Johnson:

'canoe': Ross Chippots : Jewitt Chap-atz : Mozino Cha-patz (cf. Nootkan č'apač, č'apač, č'apač 'canoe')

'sea otter': Ross Quatluck : Jewitt Quart-lak : Mozino Coa-tlac, Quotlac (the meaning in Mozino is actually 'sea otter fur', the word for 'sea otter' appearing there as Co-cotl: cf. Nootkan k°'aA k°'aA 'sea otter')

13Ross's (1986:155) account of his activities upon first arriving at Ft. Okanagon in the interior (present-day northeastern Washington State) provides an important clue for evaluating his Lower Columbia vocabularies: "... I set to in earnest to learn the Indian language, and wrote vocabulary after vocabulary." It is known that Ross kept journals (later unfortunately lost) of his years as a fur-company employee, and that he drew upon these to construct his two published autobiographical narratives (Rhonda in Ross 1986:7-9). If the Lower Columbia vocabularies document a similar attempt to learn to communicate with Indians in the vicinity of Ft. Astoria, they probably date to the earliest period of Ross's Pacific Northwest sojourn (1811-12), his only extended period of residence on the Lower Columbia. Ross's entire subsequent career as a fur-company employee, save for some brief trips to the coast, was spent in the interior, where he lived among (and ultimately married himself into) the local Interior-Salish speaking population. After leaving the Pacific Northwest in 1825, Ross and his Indian wife founded one of the leading families of the Red River Métis community.
Taken at face value, Ross's 30 "mixed dialect" entries (with 35 lexemes total) provide unambiguous proof that CW in its historically recognizable form was established by the Astorian period. 14 of the lexemes match Nootka-Lingo derived CW items, 11 match Chinookan-derived CW items, one (Shippo "ship") appears to be English-derived (cf. CW_{GRONDE} sip 'ship', sip-man 'sailor'), two (Hias, Hi-ass "big or large," and Snass 'rain') correspond to common CW lexemes of uncertain derivation (CW hayds 'big', snas 'rain'). Notably, nothing in the list matches anything in the large French-derived lexicon of CW. It is clear from his spellings that Ross recognized voiceless laterals (\(\tilde{z}, \tilde{\varepsilon}, \tilde{\lambda}\)): his "tl," "tl") and velar/uvular fricatives (\(\chi, \chi\): his "ch" or "gh," conventions probably reflecting his Scottish Highland background). Indeed, his "mixed dialect" entries show them exactly where an Indian CW variety would lead one to expect them, regardless of the items' ultimate Nootkan or Chinookan provenance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>CW daylight transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tlutchê-men &quot;woman&quot;</td>
<td>CW húčmən 'woman' (Table 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlōsh &quot;good&quot;</td>
<td>CW húš 'good' (Table 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thla choea &quot;how are you?&quot;</td>
<td>CW tâxayam [SALUTATION] (Table 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thlat-away &quot;go away&quot;</td>
<td>CW tât(u)wa 'go' (Table 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meth-lite &quot;come in&quot;</td>
<td>CW mifayt 'sit, stay' (Table 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tekeigh &quot;I love you&quot;</td>
<td>CW DEMERS tkêh 'like, want' (Table 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two clause-level utterances are given. Both are lexically and grammatically "perfect" as CW sentences, given where the Chinookan grammars would lead us to expect the presence of inflected verbs. Both also exemplify the hybrid, predominantly Chinookan-Nootka Lingo lexicon suggested by the provenances of the remaining "mixed dialect" items (we supply interlinear transliterations and translations—compare Tables 1 and 4):

\[(5) \begin{align*}
\text{a. Ick-etta mika mackouk} & \quad \text{CW ikta mayka makuk} \\
\text{"what are you going to trade?"} & \quad \text{what?-thou-trade}
\end{align*}
\]
\[(5) \begin{align*}
\text{b. Winnippie nica chico} & \quad \text{CW winapi mayka čaku} \\
\text{"By-and-bye [sic] I'll come again"} & \quad \text{presently-I-come}
\end{align*}
\]

If Franchere was aware of the existence of a contact medium existing alongside the regular language of the Chinookans, he betrays no hint of it in either version of his narrative. His "Chinook" vocabulary is actually a mixed bag. Three items (plus one additional from the text of the narrative) match Nootka-Lingo

---

14 Nor are there any such matches in Ross's much longer "Chinook" vocabulary, although the latter does show a Nootka Lingo admixture. Compare, for example, the CW compounds for numerals from 11 to 19, which all incorporate the French-derived lexeme CW pi 'and' (as in CW_{GRONDE} tə lam pi ixt 'eleven', literally, 'ten and one'), with Ross's "Chinook" numerals, which all incorporate Chinookan ikun 'one more' instead (as in his Eattathelam equin ight "eleven").
derived CW lexemes (Table 4):

- Tanasse "enfant" CW *tanás 'child*
- Patlatch "un présent" CW *pátac 'give; gift*
- Ouinapi "bientôt" CW *GIBBS Win'-a-pie 'bye-and-bye, presently'*
- hâiqua [dentalium shells] CW *háyk'a 'dentalium shells'*

Ross's "Chinook" (vs "mixed dialect") vocabulary also has some Nootka-Lingo derived items (at least eight, including Tye-yea "chief," Sciah "far off," Nananitch "to look"); Table 4: CW *tayi 'chief, boss', sayá 'far away', náníć'to look, see').

None of the foregoing Franchere and Ross "Chinook"-identified (but actually Nootka-Lingo derived) items appear as Chinookan in the later nineteenth-century record, where the indicated meanings are expressed by indigenous items.

Although Franchere's list was evidently badly mangled somewhere in the editing and typesetting process, the following examples of Chinookan and CW matches show that, like Ross, he recognized voiceless laterals and velar/uvular fricatives:

Icht "un, une" CW, Chinookan *ixt*
Thloun "trois" CW, Chinookan *aun, fun*
Thlipaighth "corde" LC [θ]e-pait (with reference to LC *tθ'-pait 'rope', CW *DEMERS tlipait 'string')
Tlaoltk "du sang" LC *l-wi!qt 'blood'
Ste kech "je t'aime" CW *DEMERS tkéh 'like, want' (Table 2)

Additionally, at least two of Franchere's sentences look more like CW than Chinookan. Indeed, the following exemplifies the same ordinary interrogative construction illustrated by the first Ross example. Again, "good" Chinookan would use an inflected verb to express the same meaning, as suggested by the accompanying Chinookan examples. Unlike the Ross examples, it lacks any Nootka-Lingo derived lexeme (the verb is a common CW lexeme of unknown origin: CW *GRONDE mək'mak, CW *BAYC [mɪkAmɪk] 'food; to eat').

(6) Ikta mika makoumak? CW ikta mayka makəmək
"Que veux-tu manger?"

UC *dan i-m-ŋ-dm-am*
what-? [TENSE]-thou-it-eat-[PURPOSIVE]
'What did you eat?'

KC *tanta al-i-dm-ú-ŋu-m-a*
what-? [TENSE]-he-eat-[DIR]-
do-[ASPECT]-[TENSE]
'What does he want to eat?'

Other examples show that Franchere and Ross were indeed exposed to
Chinookan, though it may be questioned to what extent either had mastered its complex verbal morphology. For example (Franchere):

(8)

a. Kakphpah émoreya?
Chinookan/CW qa(χ), UC qʰâx–ba "where?"
Chinookan m– ‘thou’, u– [DIRECTIVE], –ya 'go'
cf. UC qánâx a–m–u–ya 'When will you go?'

b. Kanchik euskoya?
"quand reviendras-tu"
Chinookan/CW qánč(χ) 'when'
LC –gu–ya 'return'
cf. UC qánâx alma a–tx–u–ya 'When shall we go?'

c. Nixt nothlitkal
"tu ne comprends pas"
Chinookan nikšì 'no'
LC, KC λ– 'them, it', –kul 'know'
["no" translating nikšì?]

Some of Ross's "Chinook" nouns show a meticulous attention to phonetic detail, albeit with translations calling into question his grasp of the morphology:

Emeck-kats-ach "back"
Eats-wané "belly"
Thlam–eck-took "head"
Etsuck-out "eyes"
Ots-ats-ach "teeth"
Ecskaun "chest, wood"
Useun [sic] "kettle"

LC i–[mə]–kʷę 'thy back'\(^\text{16}\)
LC i–[ɛ]–wan 'my belly'
LC λ–[m]–iqtq 'thy head'
LC [i]–[ɛ]–q't 'my eye'
LC [u]–[ɛ]–ačx 'my tooth'
LC i–škan 'plank' (stem –škan 'wood')
LC u–škan 'bucket' (stem –škan 'wood')

Note Ross's tendency to write c and s where the sources show č and š, suggesting that he was hearing Chinookan diminutive forms.

An interesting case is Ross's "Chinook" section example:

Nica oh-low "I am hungry"

While Nica clearly corresponds to the Chinookan first-person singular independent pronoun naika, oh-low to the feminine singular noun LC u–lu (KC, UC wa–lu)

\(^{15}\)Nor have we mastered the "complex verbal morphology" of Chinookan. Our analyses of the subsequent Franchere/Ross examples must therefore be taken as suggestive, not definitive.

\(^{16}\)As per the preceding note, brackets mark our own reconstructions based on our reading of the grammars. That is, they are not quoted from the Chinookan text corpus.
'hunger', parallel examples from the Chinookan text corpus suggest that simply juxtaposing the two items to yield the indicated meaning does not make "good" Chinookan. Compare:

(9) LC $u_1 - lu$ $g_{1-n_2 - x_3 - t}$
    UC $wa_1 - lu$ $g_{1-n_2 - u - x_3 - t}$
    the, -hunger she, -me, -[DIRECTIVE] -does, -[TENSE]
    'I am hungry.'

However, Nica also corresponds to the CW pronoun náyka 'I, me, my', oh-low to the CW adjective úlu 'hungry', and the phrase

(10) náyka úlu
    I am hungry
    'I am hungry.'

is perfectly intelligible as a CW predicate adjective construction. The question remains open, however, whether this example is better construed as "good" CW, or as "broken" Chinookan.

The same ambiguity is posed by two compounds appearing in the Astorian-era sources. Although Ross's Kaltash wa-wa "idle talk," entered as "Chinook," corresponds to a common CW idiom (CW_{RONDE} kʰəltəs-wáwa (1) 'to talk nonsense, blather', (2) 'slander'), it conceivably could have been intended as Chinookan (UC, CW wáwa: Table 2; LC káltaš 'in vain', corresponding to CW_{RONDE} kʰəltəs, CW_{BAYC} [kʰältəs]). Conversely, the item Uth-lath-Gla-gla "an immense bird, inhabiting the Sun," appearing in the journal of one of Franchere's and Ross's Astorian contemporaries (Stuart 1953:33), while it appears at first glance to be Chinookan, on closer examination reveals features more suggestive of CW: Uth-lath appears to match Hale's CW form for sun, òlakah, as opposed to (numbered/gendered) LC $u-$áhkākax (òtyčälak in Hale's Chinookan spelling); and Gla-gla, while no doubt Chinookan in origin (compare LC k $t-$gəʔ-ka-l 'birds', literally, 'the fliers', UC i-k'lık-la 'goose'), also suggests CW_{RONDE} kála-kala, CW_{BAYC} [kála:kala] 'bird'.

Similar considerations apply to the Franchere examples:

| Thlounasse ollélé | "peut être des fruits"
| Nix, quatiasse moulak thlousk | "Non, donne-moi de la viande"
| Mitlaight o kok | "assieds-toi-là"

In the original, the first example follows "Ikta mika makoumak?," either as a continuation of the latter question (as Hoyt Franchere translates: 'What do you want to eat? Perhaps some fruits?'), or (with the second example) as an alternate answer ('What do you want to eat? -Perhaps some fruits / -No, give me some meat') (Hoyt Franchere has supplied the second question mark, lacking in the 1820 original). While the question, as we point out above, is best construed as CW, the first answer (or continuation) contains two lexemes identifiable either as
Chinookan or CW (LC ƛ̓ənas, CW G̱̱ONDE ƛ̓ənas ‘maybe’; CW ƛ̓ulali ‘berries’; Table 1), and could be considered either CW or Chinookan. Similarly, Mitlaight in the third example corresponds both to CW and Chinookan verbs (Table 3), while o kok corresponds to Chinookan and CW ƛ̓ukuk, a demonstrative pronoun (Table 1). While the adverbial use of ƛ̓ukuk illustrated is unusual for CW as we know it, this example is probably fairly considered either CW or (attempted) Chinookan.

By contrast, the second example (putative second answer to “what do you want to eat?”) looks more like Chinookan, with Chinookan nikiłt ‘no’, a verb perhaps with q- ‘someone’ as subject and -t(ʔ) ‘give’ as stem, plus a noun that is either Chinookan i-mulak or CW mulak (both meaning ‘elk’).

As illustrated above, it is not always possible to draw a definite line between CW and Chinookan in sources from this early period. Further illustrations are given by approximately 40 Chinookan-identifiable/CW-matching nouns appearing in Franchere and Ross (counting only relatively unproblematic cases). Like Chinookan-contributed nouns in CW, these exhibit a rough 50/50 split between forms retaining Chinookan number/gender prefixes, and forms lacking such prefixes. Most of the examples agree with their CW matches on this point (eight CW-congruent prefixed nouns vs. five unprefixed in Franchere, 11 prefixed vs. 10 unprefixed in Ross), although there are some mismatches: two examples in Franchere and four in Ross showing prefixes where the corresponding CW forms lack them. Following are the six nouns in Franchere matching entries in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinookan (LC)</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>Chinookan (CW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Etalapass &quot;Dieu, ou l'Etre Suprême&quot;</td>
<td>LC i-təlapas ‘coyote’</td>
<td>LC té-lx-am, CW tili quam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilikum &quot;les hommes&quot;</td>
<td>LC pəsisi</td>
<td>CW pəsisi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passisché &quot;drap&quot;</td>
<td>LC i-li, CW ili ɬiθ, ilihi</td>
<td>LC ú-lu, CW úlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilekai &quot;la terre&quot;</td>
<td>CW k’taynu’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olo &quot;la fain&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kainoulik &quot;tabac&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While these examples (with the remaining like instances in Franchere and Ross) can be taken as further evidence that CW was established by the Astorian period, the possibility remains that some unprefixed forms in these sources represent either Chinookan speakers' ad hoc simplifications, or words elicited from them in isolation (a context in which Chinookan speakers may be more prone to give unmarked forms).

To sum up our overview of the linguistic record from the Astorian period: alongside examples best characterized as either CW or Chinookan, respectively, this record also includes examples whose classification appears to be ambiguous. While the most complete source, Ross, is informed by an explicit recognition of CW as a "lingo" distinct from Chinookan, both Ross and his fellow Pacific Fur Company clerk, Franchere, show more-or-less clearly Chinookan examples appearing in association with Chinuk-Wawa identifiable examples either not identifiable as Chinookan at all (that is, not in terms of the later authoritative Chinookan sources), or identifiable only as imperfect Chinookan (lacking appropriately Chinookan inflections).
The foregoing section has summarized the linguistic record of Chinookan and CW on the Lower Columbia from first contact through the Astorian period. We have seen that alongside examples best characterized as Chinookan or CW (counting Nootka Lingo as CW), this record also includes examples whose classification is ambiguous. Apparently, the foreign explorers and traders who visited the Lower Columbia before 1814 did not learn Chinookan well enough to clearly distinguish it from the Nootka Lingo and simplified Chinookan that their own materials partially document. Nor do their spellings of Nootka Lingo/CW identifiable items suggest the non-Chinookan pronunciations recorded by Hale and later associated especially with English-speaking users of CW. While Lewis and Clark used *cl*, suggestive of Hale's *kl*, to represent the voiceless lateral in CW /uW/ (table 4), they used the same convention to write voiceless laterals in Chinookan place and group names (for example, their Clatsop, Clotsop, for LC /tac/̃, their Wah-clel-lars for UC /wat̚ala/). And David Thompson's spelling Thloos points definitely to the early-historical presence of a voiceless lateral fricative or affricative in Indian pronunciations of this word, notwithstanding its Nootka Lingo provenance. As we have pointed out (note 5), voiceless laterals in Chinookan pronunciations of this and other Nootka Lingo words may just reflect normative or more natural Chinookan, as opposed to English speakers' usual *kl*- in these words. In any case, it is difficult to see how this feature alone constitutes convincing counter-evidence to the many other indications that these words were introduced by English speakers. Its documentation as early as 1811, however, does point to the early recognition by foreigners of a Chinookan norm for pronouncing these words, and therefore constitutes counter-evidence to claims that CW's Chinookan-congruent phonology was a later development.

We infer that Chinookan participants in the early trade with visiting seafarers combined elements of the Nootka Lingo with grammatically simplified Chinookan in very short order, creating the grammatical and lexical core of CW as recorded in later nineteenth century sources. It may be surmised that part if not all of the English portion of the later nineteenth-century CW lexicon dates to these early encounters, although the earliest sources include little note of it.17 The fourth major source

---

17 Lewis and Clark do comment on Lower Columbia Indians' acquisition of some English as a result of their contacts with the early seafarers; for example:

The persons who usually visit the entrance of this river for the purpose of traffic or hunting, I believe is either English or Americans; the Indians inform us that they Speak the Same language with our Selves, and gave as proofs of their varacity by repeating many words of English, Sun of a pitch & c. [NB: heave the lead & many blackguard phrases] (Moulton 1990,6:204-205; spelling as in original)

As Thomason (1983:827, note 11) points out, many English and French contributed CW lexemes are phonetically distorted from the point of view of their English and French sources. While the word "pitch" quoted above is not recorded as CW, it does exemplify one of the phonetic distortions of English-contributed lexemes in CW: the replacement of many English voiced segments by unvoiced or indigenous-voiced (= less voiced)
language contributing to the CW of later record, French, is conspicuous by its utter absence from the earliest sources.

While the Nootka Lingo/simplified Chinookan with which Chinookans met early English-speaking visitors was surely much more easily acquired by foreigners than Chinookan, the early historical evidence considered here suggests that just like the CW of later record, its pronunciation entailed certain features more "readily produced" by Northwest Coast Indians. This finding provides further support for Thomason's (1983:859-867) case—based largely on phonetically accurate, but historically recent recordings of Northwest Indian CW varieties (collated in Thomason 1981)—that the origin of CW's complex phonetics is to be sought in the origin of CW itself. This is in contrast to Samarin's (1996:332-334) insistence that phonetic complexity characterizing some (he questions whether all) CW varieties points to later "nativization" of an originally unstable seafarers' "prepidgin."

Our section 1 (Chinookan versus CW) also lends added substance to Thomason's (1983:865) observation that "the evidence of CJ [=CW] structure strongly suggests . . . that Europeans [that is, European-language speakers] did not participate significantly in its development." We noted there a number of features pointing to deliberate grammatical simplification of a degree and kind implying the agency of Chinookan speakers: (a) the unprefixe(d) Chinookan forms accounting for about half of all Chinookan-derived CW nouns, (b) the frequent shift of Chinookan 5, ć to CW ("little Chinookan") s, c, and (most importantly) (c) the almost wholesale avoidance/reduction of Chinookan verbal morphology revealed by CW verb phrases.

To our argument there we must add the proviso that simplification is to be understood in relation to relevant degrees of pre-existing complexity. Grant (1996:1189) also notes the presence of Chinookan inflected nouns and verbs in CW, but reaches a conclusion exactly the reverse of ours: to wit, that such forms are indicative of Chinookan words being "taken out of one utterance and generalized," something that is most likely to have been done by "people who did not control the morphology of the donor language." But it is easy to imagine the kinds of Chinookan inflected forms cited by Grant—prefixes and simple imperative verbs—becoming established through linguistic "negotiation" in the context of cross-language contact involving Chinookans and foreign-speaking (note, not necessarily White) outsiders. In Chinookan terms, these are minimally-inflected categories of form, ones which Chinookan speakers could well have supplied either as part of simplified Chinookan, or as corrections of foreign-speaking interlocutors' attempted Chinookan. Simple imperatives like LC mọ̆'́-ʔa-ʔu 'thou sit!' would lend themselves especially well to linguistic negotiation with outsiders perceived to be foreign or strange, whether visitors from afar or newly captured slaves. The Chinookan nominal and verbal affixes at issue reveal little if any distortion of form in their CW counterparts—only, their Chinookan grammatical functions have been disconnected, as it were. Thus, LC i-lātix (a male) slave' becomes CW ilády'tix '(any) slave', LC té̕-tx-am 'people' becomes CW tilixam 'person, people', and LC mọ̆'-ʔa-ʔu 'thou-sit!' becomes CW mɪ̄'layt 1) 'sit! cease!', 2) 'to sit, stay, reside'. While Chinookan prefixed nouns are gendered counterparts.
and numbered, the CW forms derived from them therefore not, this seems to us a minimal loss of complexity compared to CW's wholesale avoidance/reduction of Chinookan verbal morphology. And just as prefixed Chinookan nouns coexist in CW with an equal number of unprefixed Chinookan nouns, so do the relatively few CW verbs based on Chinookan inflected forms coexist with many more Chinookan uninflected particle verbs. Often, the latter occur paired with the Nootka-Lingo derived CW auxiliaries mamuk—(more usually munk—in CW) 'make, do, cause to be' and čaku—'become, get to be', paralleling the pairing of particle verbs with the inflected auxiliary verb →χ 'make, do' in Chinookan. Examples:

(11)
a. 'He cut it':
   UC tq'üp ga-č-i-u-χ
   cut [TENSE]-he-him[=it]-[DIRECTIVE]-do
   CW yaka mamuk-tq'üp úļuk
   he make-cut that one

b. 'He got cut':
   UC tq'üp gal-č-x-u-χ
   cut [TENSE]-him-[REFLEXIVE]-[DIRECTIVE]-do
   CW yaka čaku-tq'üp
   he become-cut

c. 'They dig the ground':
   LC kxxampp a-k-k-ái,-a-χ   \[i,-l\]
   dig [TENSE]-they-to-him,-[DIRECTIVE]-do the,-ground
   CW ṭaska mamuk-txxampp liiʔ
   they make-hole ground

Had CW originated as a chaotic prepidgin combining the seafarers' Nootka Lingo with their predictably very imperfect attempts to acquire Chinookan, the Chinookan contribution to CW should reveal evidence of extreme structural distortion. While it is possible that this could have been corrected to some extent in the course of subsequent nativization of Indian varieties, it should still be traceable from linguistic evidence in early historical sources as well as in the mid-nineteenth century CW corpus. However, rather than convincing evidence of distortion, what we have found instead are many indications of a reverse process: of CW forms and constructions being tailored by Chinookans themselves to avoid the complexities of Chinookan morphology.

An instructive example of what can happen when Chinookan is attempted by a non-speaker, even one fluent in another local indigenous language, is provided by Harrington's principal speaker of CW Bay C, Mrs. Emma Millet Luscier. Mrs. Luscier was a local-Chinookan/local-Salish descended resident of Willapa Bay, Washington, who, like most other Willapa Bay Chinookan descendants of her generation, spoke only local Salishan (both Lower Chehalis and Lower Cowlitz, in her case), CW, and
English. When Harrington (1942, frames 0061-0208) tried to check Curtis's (1911) LC and KC word-lists by re-eliciting many of Curtis's Chinookan forms from her, she often added an initial *i-* to them, resulting in some morphologically complete Chinookan forms with an anomalous added *i-*: e.g., [ʔɪʔ̃ɬ̣ɪʔ̃ɪ̅ːɬ̣ɪˈyuː], for LC *uˈtʃayu* 'seal', [ʔɪʔ̃ɬ̣ɪˈʊɬ̣ɪˈtʃɪ], for LC *iˈḷaɪtɪtɪx* 'a (male) slave'. Apparently, Mrs. Luscier knew that *i-* yields complete Chinookan forms like *iˈtʃɪḷaɪpəs* and *iˈtʃɪˈzɪnul* (she had grown up around older family members who did know Chinookan), but she overgeneralized that knowledge, forming an idiosyncratic rule for marking nouns as Chinookan. By contrast, all four of the Lower Columbia Chinuk Wawa varieties cited here show Chinookan-contributed forms free of any comparable indications of morphological distortion (as Tables 1-3 illustrate).

This brings us, finally, to Thomason's proposal that the indigenous phonetics and structures described for the CW of historical record are best explained on an hypothesis that they derive from like features of an aboriginal (and therefore necessarily undocumented) Lower Columbia pidgin. Johnson finds this a sensible position, especially considering that Chinookan trade and travel connections took in a wide geographical region crossing many language boundaries extending all directions from the immediate Lower Columbia. Zenk is inclined to be more cautious, citing Hajda's (1983) ethnohistorical reconstructions of indigenous political and economic relations in the greater Lower Columbia region at the time of first contact. On the evidence of her sources, indigenous intergroup relations on the Lower Columbia were accommodated within a well-developed system of intermarriages and associated multilingualism. Not only is direct evidence of an indigenous Lower Columbia lingua franca lacking, but a careful reading of the early sources casts doubt on whether one would have served much useful purpose there.

Granting Hajda's point, Zenk still feels that the linguistic evidence we have cited makes a convincing case for attributing many elements of CW to an indigenous simplified Chinookan. But that evidence, while certainly consistent with a putative Lower Columbia Chinookan-based pidgin, is equally consistent with some sort of a register, or specialized style of speaking Chinookan tailored to certain interlocutors in certain contexts. All languages presumably have a "foreigner-talk" register, or set of stylized simplifications adopted for the assumed benefit of foreign-speaking outsiders. The ethnographic and historical sources for the Lower Columbia, while they may not directly document the existence of an aboriginal lingua franca, certainly do document the participation of Chinookans in economic and other contacts involving a wide array of foreign groups from the surrounding region. While participants' multilingual repertoires presumably sufficed more often than not to sustain such contacts, it is plausible to assume that a simplified Chinookan of some sort could also have been useful, especially when contacts involved participants from distant groups. Trade and slavery pose two overlapping spheres in which such contacts occurred with some frequency. Hymes (1980) has already commented on slavery as a context favoring "less than perfect Chinookan." While we are aware of no direct evidence backing his claim that Chinookans used less than perfect Chinookan to talk down to slaves, there is abundant historical evidence (although all post-contact, Hajda personal communication 2004 points out) that some Chinookan-held slaves originated as adults captured from
distant groups. Such individuals presumably would have arrived on the Lower Columbia with no previous knowledge of Chinookan. The necessity to establish communications with them would have favored the development of some form of simplified Chinookan: minimally, a slave register or slave jargon.

While Zenk therefore questions how linguistically autonomous from Chinookan a pre-contact simplified Chinookan would have been, there can be no doubt regarding the linguistically autonomous status of CW upon its integration of Nootka Lingo, English, and French elements to yield the lexically and grammatically more-or-less stable CW recorded during the mid-nineteenth century by Hale, Demers, and Gibbs. Lang (1997, 2000; compare Samarin 1996:330-331) has been working out a detailed sociolinguistic history of Lower Columbia ethnically-mixed fur-company communities, especially Astoria and Fort Vancouver, where this integration process appears to have been situated. It was during this period that CW became established as the lingua franca of the entire Pacific Northwest, a development tied intimately to the growth of a significant and influential Métis population around the fur companies' centers and associated settlements.

For Johnson, CW's Chinookan roots are also a matter of the heart. As a Lower Columbia Indian who, like his father and grandfather before him, was born on Willapa Bay, Johnson can attest personally to the long survival of CW there. One of the Johnsons' family friends was the late Antone Luscier, a son of Harrington’s principle CW source, Mrs. Emma Millet Luscier. While teaching Johnson aspects of community history, including its languages, Mr. Luscier would often say something first in Lower Chehalis Salishan, then repeat himself in a second language which he referred to as Old Chinook. This "Old Chinook" clearly exhibited the "difficult" sounds discussed in our section 1, and was clearly felt by Mr. Luscier to be among his "Indian languages." In fact, the language was CW, although to Johnson this would have been incomprehensible, since his perception of CW was then limited to the old English-orthography dictionaries that shape most contemporary Pacific Northwesterners' perceptions of it. He had always assumed that the CW he was exposed to in early life was Chinookan. And indeed, as we have attempted to demonstrate in this paper, he was hearing a linguistic variety that is based primarily upon Chinookan. For him, CW is a tangible link to his Native heritage: “Chinuk Wawa is the only place where the language of my lower river ancestors lives today. The language as I have learned it is an unbroken chain, mouth-to-ears, from our old people.”
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